Discover how to save cost, water, and floor space.

Fits inside AMSCO® Evolution® Steam Sterilizers.
Pays for itself in as little as 2.6 years

Reasons to believe...

Saves Cost & Water
- Lowers utility costs by saving up to 99% of the water used in the sterilization process
- Supports LEED certification for your facility
- Recycled water never comes in contact with processed sterile goods

Saves Floor Space
- Fits within the frame of the AMSCO Evolution Steam Sterilizer
- Requires no additional installation cost

* Compared to processing a 500-lb. load in a standard AMSCO Evolution Steam Sterilizer
The choice is yours

- Requires no additional plumbing or electrical connections
- Collects water in a reservoir that can be recycled and reused
- Cooling water is added only as needed

Reduces water consumption by 99%*

* Compared to processing a 500-lb. load in a standard AMSCO Evolution Steam Sterilizer

- Uses only 1 gallon of water per cycle
- Connects to facility’s chilled water system in a closed loop to provide maximum efficiency in cooling recovered water
- Water from chiller is then returned to the facility’s main cooling system
Only STERIS provides you with an Unbroken Line of Certainty that protects your hospital from what puts it most at risk.

A single, interconnected force of:

- Products
- Support
- Workflow Expertise
- Compliance
- Education

All designed to service you best when they are Connected. Facing unforeseen challenges together with a single vision.

That is the power of...

To take advantage of STERI-GREEN WATER RE-CIRCULATING SYSTEMS contact your local STERIS Representative

STERIS SecureCare® Service Solutions
Choose the service that fits you and your budget.
With over 800 technicians worldwide STERIS technicians are available 24/7 when you need it most.

CS-iQ® Sterile Processing Workflow Management Software includes three modules. As your needs evolve, this module can be upgraded to promote productivity, traceability and compliance across your entire department.

STERIS SecureCareSM Service Solutions
Provides clinical and relevant continuing education in a variety of methods and channels for convenient learning, including online and traditional formats.
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